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Overview 
 

A number of Tru-Test devices can be used in conjunction with the Farmplan Livestock 

programs. 

These instructions are designed as a quick start guide to help you use Tru-Test equipment in 

conjunction with your Farmplan software.  A full manual will have been supplied by the 

manufacturers and will give you a detailed operational guide to any additional functions. 

Full guidance to the Farmplan program can be accessed from the Help option found under 

the Help menu and from the Help button at the bottom of each screen. 
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Tru-Test XR5000 Weigh Head 

Cattle/Livestock and Sheep Manager 

 

The Tru-Test XR5000 allows you to record weighing details which can be uploaded to the 

Farmplan Cattle/Livestock or Sheep Manager programs.  Tag details can be sent from your 

data via the Tru-Test Data Link software to populate the XR5000 with your animal records to 

display details such as the Official Tag (LID), Management Tag (VID) and EID (electronic ID) if 

applicable.  Once the weights have been recorded they can be brought back into your 

Farmplan data to be recorded against each animal. 

A manual will have been supplied with the device which will give details of how to set it up 

and for basic operation.  In addition more detailed instructions can be found by using the ? 

on the right hand side of the device to describe other functions that are also available on 

the weigh head.   

 

Before you start 

 You will need to install the Tru-Test Data Link software onto your PC which has been 

supplied with the Weigh Scale on a USB Flash Drive.  It is also available from the Tru-

Test website and should be version 5 or later. 

 Familiarise yourself with the XR5000.  You can practise with it and then delete 

everything to start again from scratch by using the option within the Data Link 

program to delete all sessions and life data. 

 Date – make sure that the date is correct on the XR5000 in Settings – General. 

The following instructions are for the 

recommended use of the XR5000 with the 

Farmplan livestock programs.   

It is possible to emulate the way the XR3000 

works using a serial connection to record actions 

as well as weights but this may limit some other 

functionality of the weigh head – see page 12 . 
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Send to the Tru-Test XR5000 

 Ensure that the XR5000 is connected to your PC using the USB cable provided 

 Within the Cattle/Sheep/Livestock Manager program go to File – Import/Export 

Wizard – Export Life Data 

 Use the XR5000 option from the drop down list to get the columns that you need  

 Use the Select Animals button at the bottom of the screen to pick the animals that 

you wish to record – for example by batch or location. 

 
 

 Save to File – save these details in a known location on your PC.  (NB The second 

option to send directly to Tru-Test weigher is either for a legacy serial connection - 

see page 12 or the Tru-Test XR3000.) 

 Ensure that the XR5000 is connected to your PC using the USB cable provided and is 

turned on.  The screen on the Weigh Scale will display a message to say ‘Run Tru-

Test EziLink on your PC. 
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 Go into the Tru-Test Data Link program and select the option to Put Information 

onto Device. 

 

NB if you need to add new animals at a later date – for example a newly purchased 

batch, you can just select their details to send separately. 

 
Pick the option Animal lifetime information and browse to the file that you have just 

created from the Farmplan program. 
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Once the details have been sent, the Tru-Test XR5000 can be disconnected and taken out on 

farm. 

Recording Weights 

Follow the manufacturer’s instructions to record weights in a new session.   

You may be reading electronic tags, for example with a Stick Reader or Panel Reader, and 

sending them to the XR5000 via a bluetooth link, or may enter the ear tag numbers 

manually against the LID i.e. official UK ear tag number. 

Bluetooth 

If you are using a bluetooth device to read EID tags ensure that the bluetooth option is on – 

Settings (Next) Connections.  The other device must also have bluetooth enabled and make 

sure it is connected to the XR5000.  When the tag is read it will display that animal on the 

weighing screen. 

Weighing Screen - Layout 

You should note that the weighing screen can be customised to display the details that are 

displayed.  You should ensure that you can see the LID (official UK ear tag) and EID 

(electronic ID, if used) as a minimum if you intend to save these details to be exported back 

to the Farmplan program. You may also want to see the VID (visual ID) which is the 

management tag and Sex (Male/Female).  Go to Options – Settings – Information to display 

from the weighing screen. 

Favourites 

Once you have the screen customised you can save these settings as a ‘Favourite’ so that 

each session has the same displays each time you use it. 

There are some pre-set configurations that are supplied with the XR5000 so you may wish 

to experiment with them.  However, some of them do not include the LID (official ear tag) 

which you will need so it may be better to adapt one to suit your requirements.  

When you are happy with the display and have ensured that you have included LID and EID, 

go to Options – Settings – Favourites from the weighing screen and pick Save New where 

you will be given the chance to give your new layout a name and write a description if 

required.  It can then be used as a default each time you create a new weighing session. 

The LID and EID columns will be used when the weight file is created so the Farmplan 

software can use them to match with the correct records within the program to allocate the 

weight to the correct animal.  Additional fields will be ignored by the Farmplan import. 
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NB - If the columns are too narrow to read some of the details in the animal list e.g. the tag 

details, hold the on/off button down for 10 seconds to re-set it.  The columns will return to 

their default widths. 
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Transferring weights to a csv file 

The weights for each animal in a session can be transferred back to your Farmplan data via a 

csv file which can be created in one of 3 ways: 

1. Connect XR5000 directly to PC 

 Connect the XR5000 to your PC using the USB cable provided and download the 

weight file via the Tru-Test Data Link software 

 In Tools make sure that the file format is set to CSV (comma separated values) i.e. 

the first option 

 Select the correct session(s) by ticking the box on the left and choose the option to 

‘Get information off device’ 

 

 Pick the option ‘Save selected sessions as files on the PC’. 

 

You will be asked to save a file on your PC.  Take a note of its location. 

 Go to Page 12 to import file 

2. Save the file to a USB Memory Stick/Flash Drive 

 Insert your memory stick into the lower USB slot at the back of the XR5000 

 Arrow to the session you wish to save and press Enter 

 Select Save.  This file can now be taken back to the PC to be imported. See Page 12 
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3. Smart Phone App 

 Download the TruTest App to your Android or Apple phone 

 Select the Wi-Fi Data Link within the XR5000 to activate it 

 In your phone settings select the Wi-Fi option of ‘XR5000’ 

 Go to the Tru-Test app where you should see that your phone and the XR5000 are 

now connected 

 Pick the Sessions option on your phone.  When you pick the appropriate session you 

can email it to yourself.   

 On your PC save the attachment from the email.  Take a note of its location.   

 Go to Page 12 to import it 

NOTE – at the time of writing there is a small issue which means that the date is not saved 

on the file in the correct format if it is transferred via the phone app, regardless of the date 

setting on the XR5000.   

If you find that, when you read the file in the Farmplan program, you get a message to say 

that the date is in the wrong format you will need to edit it with Excel.  Overtype the date 

correctly and copy it down to all the weight records – for example: 

 

Incorrect. 

 

Correct.  This can now be copied and pasted over the other dates 

 

Save the file, keeping it in a csv format.  Tru-Test are aware of this issue and will correct the 

app. 
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Importing weights to Farmplan data 

In the Cattle/Livestock or Sheep Manager program: 

 Take the option File – Import/Export Wizard 

 Select Weighings – Import Weighings from a compatible csv file 

 In the next screen, click on the box with 3 dots to browse to the weights file and 

select it 

 Click on Read to import the weights.   

 

 
The program will automatically match animals by their tag details.  If you have any 

unknown animals within the weight file (maybe from a new purchase) you will be given 

the option to match them manually. 

 

For full instructions please refer to the Help option within the program. 

 

 

Trouble Shooting Tip – XR5000 

If the columns on the animal listing are too narrow to read some of 

the details e.g. the tag details, hold the on/off button down for 10 

seconds to re-set it.  The columns will return to their default 

widths. 
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Tru-Test XR3000 Weigh Head 
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Tru-Test 3000 Series Weigh Head 
Cattle/Livestock and Sheep Manager 

 

The Tru-Test 3000 allows you to record weighing details which can be automatically 

updated to the Farmplan Cattle/Livestock or Sheep Manager programs.   

In addition, if you have the Devices Module, a selected list of animals can be sent to the Tru-

Test Weigh Head along with pre-defined actions from your program.  As each animal is 

weighed you are given the opportunity to record up to 3 actions per animal which can be 

imported back into the program.   

 

 

 

 

If you just wish to import weighings from the Tru-Test 

and do not have the Devices Module you should use the 

option File - Import - Weighings.  See Page 21. 

 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Devices.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Import_Weighings.htm
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Getting Started – Devices Module 

 

 Purchase the Mobile Devices module to use with your Farmplan program and enter your 

new activation key to activate Mobile Devices from the File – Licence option within the 

program. 

 

 In order to send details from the program to the weigh head and back again, it should be 

connected to your computer.  Plug the cable into COM1 on the back of the weigh head 

(left hand slot) and into the equivalent slot on the computer. 

 

 To charge the weigh head, put the power cable into the power slot which is the smaller 

round connection in the middle.   

 

 Turn on using the red on/off button on the left hand side of the display. 

 

Device Wizard 
 

From the Cattle/Livestock/Sheep Manager program take the Devices option from the Home 

Page or from File – Devices. 

 

 

 

Click on the Tru-Test option from the left hand side of the screen: 
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Setup Tru-Test 

This option allows you to setup default settings to send to the device such as the group of 

animals and which actions you wish to record. 

You will be given the choice to modify these selections each time you send the data to the 

device. 

Full details are available within the Help within the program but you should be aware that 

you can record up to 3 actions against each animal at the time of weighing.  The exact 

options will however depend on the type of actions that you wish to record: 

 No code fields set up - actions not recorded. For weights only. 

 Allow 1 action with 2 user entry fields - For example recording a PD scan will be one 

action but will require 2 entry fields - one for the number of calves/lambs and one 

for the number of days. 

 Allow 2 actions - second action to have 1 user entry field - For example to record a 

treatment with a quantity of medicine. 

 Allow 3 action fields - i.e. a quantity is not required - For example a 

birth/movement/medical action. 

NB you may need to change the settings  (SETUP – FILEDATA) on your Tru-Test to enter text 

as a value against the action ‘Animal Notes’. 

Send to Tru-Test XR3000 

 Make sure that the weigh head is connected to your computer. 

Any existing details on the Tru-Test must be deleted first. This will also delete any 

files including weighings/actions etc so take care that you have transferred any 

outstanding recordings to cattle manager before you do it. 

 Select animals – use this option to pick the animals that are required on the device.  

For example you may wish to pick all the animals in a particular batch or at a specific 

location.   

 Sending unused tag details to the device will allow you to allocate EID tags to new 

animals as they are used. 

 Actions – create and select specific actions that you wish to record such as 

treatments, scans etc.  TIP – actions can be reallocated when they are being 

reimported.  It might be a good idea to send over a spare one such as ‘animal notes’ 

for example, to allocate a miscellaneous action to so that it does not get forgotten. 

 When you are happy with your selection click Send to XR 3000 to send the details to 

the device.  

NB - If you receive a message to say that your program is set up with the wrong COM port, 

go to Tools – Options - Weighings and change the COM port.   Once the details have been 

sent, the Tru-Test can be disconnected and taken out on farm. 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/Tools/OPTIONS_Tools.htm
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Tru-Test XR3000 Operation 

There are 2 types of information stored on the Tru-Test weigher: 

Life Data  
These are the details that have been sent from the program to the Tru-Test i.e. animal 

records or types of actions.  These must be sent before you use it for the first time and then 

are only re-sent if you need to change the details stored on the Tru-Test – for example to 

add new action types.   

Important - Please note that the design of the Tru-Test weigh head means that it is 

necessary to clear it before you can re-send any new or additional details - for example new 

actions.  This will also delete any files including weighings/actions etc so take care that you 

have transferred any outstanding recordings to the program before you do it. 

To delete all records on the Tru-Test: 

 Select LIFEDATA 

 TABLE 

 >>DEL ALL 

You will then be warned that it will erase all data from the Tru-Test weigher. Confirm that 

this is OK using the arrow keys and the Enter button.   

NB - You are able to add new animals to the weigh head the first time that you weigh them 

so their details do not need to be sent from the program. 

File Data 
The other type of data stored on the weigh head is recorded batches of weighings/actions 

etc.  This is the information that will be transferred back to the program. 

Under normal circumstances the animal's EID tag will be automatically read as it is weighed, 

perhaps by a panel reader or by using a stick reader that has been paired with the weigh 

head using a blue tooth connection or cable.   

As the animal is weighed, its identity is brought up on the screen along with its weight.  If 

you need to enter the ID manually (e.g. for a new animal) key it in under FID (management 

tag) or LID (official tag).  We recommend that you use at least the last 4 digits of the LID but 

preferably the last digit of the herd number plus the 6 digits of the animal number. 

You are able to allocate up to 3 different actions to this animal as well as its weight.  The 

format of the actions – for example whether a quantity is needed will depend on the way 

that the Tru-Test was set up before they were sent from the program. 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Send_to_Tru-Test_XR3000.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Read_from_Tru-Test_XR3000.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Read_from_Tru-Test_XR3000.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/Tools/TruTest_Stick_Reader.htm#Connecting_to_the_Tru-Test_Weigh_Head
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Customise Entry Screen 
To get the Tru–Test to show the Actions on the Weighing screen, press the Setup button.  

You will see the screen below; fields on the left hand side can be selected for display 

purposes and the right hand side are fields that will have entries made against them: 

 

 Arrow down to Actions on right hand side and put a tick against them by pressing the 

Enter key.  

 Esc back to the main weighing screen. Arrow to the first action and press Enter.  A 

list of available actions are then presented.  Arrow to the one that you require and 

press Enter. If necessary add the value by keying it in. 

 Repeat - If you wish to automatically repeat an action against all animals go to 

FILEDATA from the settings screen and select the option. 

 

TIP Entering 1 = ON and 0 = OFF when selecting settings. 

To Create Separate Files 
Each weighing session can be stored as separate files on the weigh head.  Each time you 

start a new session you should create a new file 

 Select FILES 

 Give the file a name 

 Press Enter to accept it 

 Before you start to enter the weighings/actions make sure that you have arrowed to 

the right file name, again by pressing the FILE button and press enter to accept it 

 Normal weighing screen – you will see the file name at the top. 

 

When you are ready to import the data back into the program, you will be offered each file 

separately. 
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To View File Data 
 

If you wish to see the data that has been recorded on the weigh head and, if necessary 

make any amendments: 

 Select FILES to pick the correct file  

 Select FILEDATA.  This will allow you to scroll through the data that has been 

recorded and make any amendments. 

To Insert File Data 
If you need to enter details about an animal manually: 

 From FILEDATApress  

 INSERT 

 Under FID (Friendly ID) key in the animal’s management tag number, or if necessary 

key in the full tag number under LID. If known, you will then see the other available 

data filled in – e.g. EID, sex, breed etc.   

 Weight – type the weight in kg under the weight column. 

 To enter an action – arrow to the first action column and press Enter. 

 You will see a list of available actions; the exact combination depends on those that 

have been sent to the Tru-Test weigh head. 

 If an action has a (Q) next to it, it is expecting a quantity e.g. drug amount.  Arrow 

across to the Value box.   

 If you entering text as an action – for example against the action Animal Note, go to 

Setup – File Data –and change the Value to Text format. 

 

Read From Tru-Test 

When you have recorded all the weights and actions, the Tru-Test weigh head should be 

reconnected to the computer so that the details can be read back into the program. 

 Connect the Tru-Test weigher to your computer and make sure that it is turned on. 

 Tru-Test Serial Port  - To ensure that your Tru-Test weigh head has been set to 

output 9600, go the weighing screen on the weigh head 

o Select Set Up  

o >> (to arrow right) 

o Serial 

o Ensure that COM1 is set to 9600 bps (press number 5). 
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 From the Devices option take the option to Read from Tru-Test XR3000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Click on 'Read Files'.  Any outstanding files will be displayed on the screen. Highlight 

the one that you want to import and click on 'Next'. 

 

 The program will display how many animals have had actions recorded against them. 

  

 

 

 

 Click on the Match/Create button to check that the correct animal details from the 

Device have been matched to the corresponding animal records within the program. 

  

 

 The program will match as many as possible automatically but you will be required 

to confirm any matches where the details could only be partially matched and to 

create new animal details. Once that has been done, you will be returned to the 

previous screen. 

 

 Click on Process Actions to confirm that the actions against each animal are correct 

and make any necessary amendments.  You will be warned if the actions are not 

eligible or complete and will be given the chance to amend them before they are 

imported into the program. 

 

For full instructions please refer to the Help option within the program. 

 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Devices.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/EID_Match_Create_Animals.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/EID_Match_Create_Animals.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/EID_Process_Actions.htm
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Import Weighings only from XR3000  
(i.e. not using Devices Module) 

This option is used for simply importing weighing details. 

NB If you wish to use your Tru-Test 3000 weigher to record actions as well as weights you 

should use the Devices option.  See Page 15.  

If your animals are not electronically tagged we advise you to use at least the last 4 digits of 

the animal number but preferably the last digit of the herd ID and the 6 digits animal 

number. The program will automatically link the animals within your Farmplan livestock 

software if the digits entered uniquely match and will make a ‘Best Guess’ when only part of 

the ID is present. 

Match Visual ID and EID – Cattle  

When you scan an electronic tag, any weight will be recorded against that ID so when it is 

uploaded to Cattle/Sheep or Livestock Manager the program is able to automatically match 

it against that reference in the program.  If you do not use EID tags enter as much of the tag 

as possible – either the management tag or at least the last 6 numbers from the official tag. 

However, you may wish to send your animal records to the Tru-Test before you start 

weighing.  This means that when an animal’s EID tag is scanned, the display will show either 

the official or management tag as required. 

 Ensure that the Ezi-Weigh is connected to your PC using the USB cable provided 

 Within the Cattle/Sheep/Livestock Manager program go to File – Import/Export 

Wizard – Export Life Data 

 Select the columns that you need.  We recommend that you use Electronic ID and 

either Official Tag or Management Tag, depending on which you would like to see 

displayed on the weigh head.  

 Select the animals 

 Save to file and take a note of the location of the file 

 Go to the Datalink software and download the animal details from the file onto the 

device.  You may find some lines are displayed as ‘ignored’ – they are normally just 

the headers in the file and will have no effect. 

 Disconnect the device from the PC and take it out onto the farm 

 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Tru-Test_Weigh_Head_overview.htm
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To upload Weighings 

 Connect the Tru-Test weigher to your computer and make sure that it is turned on. 

 Tru-Test Serial Port  - To ensure that your Tru-Test weigh head has been set to 

output 9600 go to the Weighing screen on the weigh head 

o Select Set Up  

o >> (to arrow right) 

o Serial 

o Ensure that COM1 is set to 9600 bps (press number 5). 

 From the File – Import/Export Wizard menu option select Weighings and Import 

Cattle or Sheep weighings as appropriate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Click on 'Read Files'.  Any outstanding files will be displayed on the screen. Highlight 

the one that you want to import and click on Next. 

 The program will match the IDs from the weigh head with those in the program 

where possible but you will be given the chance to match any queries manually. 

 

For full instructions please refer to the Help option within the program. 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Devices.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/EID_Match_Create_Animals.htm
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Use XR5000 to emulate XR3000  
The XR5000 can be set so that it works in a similar way to the older XR3000 model with the 

Farmplan Livestock programs using a legacy serial connection. 

The potential advantage of this is that actions can then be recorded on the XR5000 as well 

as weights which can be brought back into your Farmplan data.  Data can be sent to and 

from the weigh head using the Devices option i.e. without going via the Tru Test Data Link 

software.  Animal records will display their correct categories e.g. cow instead of just sex, 

and breed codes. 

However to use the devices option, the XR5000 must be cleared of any animal records 

before you can send any new animals to it – losing any historical weight data that you may 

have accumulated for existing animals on the weigh head.  This would also apply if you 

wanted to use it with cattle and sheep.  To swap between species the XR5000 would need 

be cleared before any animals are sent to it. 

You will need to have purchased the Devices module to record actions – the standard 

method using the import/export option is available at all levels of the program. 

Additional connection leads are needed that are not supplied as standard and transferring 

records is considerably slower than using the XR5000 using the recommended option. 

To use the Tru-Test Data Link software you will need to swap back to the USB cable provided 

as standard. 

For these reasons we recommend that you use the XR5000 as described on page 5.  

Before you start 

 Check that the software on the XR5000 is at least version 2 or above.  To see what 

version is already on the weigh head go to Settings – General Setup – About.   

If necessary it can be updated via the Tru-Test Data Link program. Connect the 

XR5000 to your PC via the standard USB cable, go to the Data Link program and take 

the option Tools – Updates.  Take the option to Check for updates.  
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NB remember to backup 

any important data first. 

 Make sure that all animal data has been cleared from the device.  This is done via the 

Data Link software using the standard USB cable supplied with the XR5000.  NB you 

may need to change the option Settings – Connections – USB to Ethernet. 

 Now check that the XR5000 is set to use the legacy serial connection. To do this go to 

the option Settings – Connections – USB and check that the USB mode is set to 

Legacy Serial. 

 To use the XR3000 devices option you must use a serial connection.  You will some 

extra cables which can be purchased from your Tru-Test dealer.   

o Cable 1 - 2 x D9 serial connector and power cable – product reference 826638  

o Cable 2 - A 9 pin female to female lead 

o Cable 3 - Eziweigh6 to D9 serial lead – product reference 818324. 

 Connect the power plug of cable 1 into the power socket on the XR5000 

 Connect one of the female connections (cable 2) into the port 1 socket on cable 1 

 Connect the other female connection into the socket of the USB section of cable 3.  

The USB end can then be plugged into your PC. 

Operation 

You can now use the XR5000 in a similar way to the XR3000 devices option on page 15. 

 The only action types available are: 

o No code fields set up - actions not recorded. For weights only. 

o Allow 1 action with 2 user entry fields - For example recording a PD scan will 

be one action but will require 2 entry fields - one for the number of 

calves/lambs and one for the number of days. 
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You will be warned if you try to send more than one action field that the transfer will 

fail.   

 

 On the weight screen on the XR5000 go to Options and pick the option to change the 

Information to Display. Pick the fields called Action and Value 1 and Value 2.  Make 

sure that they are displayed in this order so that the right values are stored.  These 

will then appear on the weight screen and can be entered when an individual animal 

is displayed.  Each action can be picked from a drop down list.  Enter the appropriate 

value. 

NB Animal Notes is a useful action as you can enter free text into Value 1 and then 

reallocate it when import the details onto your PC. 

 When you are ready to read weights and actions back into your Farmplan data, 

reconnect the XR5000 to your PC and follow the same procedure as the XR3000 – 

see page 19.  NB the download process may take a few minutes – be patient once 

you have clicked the Read Files button, and again when you click Next. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember - you will normally need to clear the XR5000 before 

sending any new animal records or actions to it if you use the 

devices option.   

This is either done by connecting it to your PC with the standard 

USB cable (not the Serial adaptor) and go to the Tru-Test Data 

Link program.  Alternatively each session and each animal can be 

deleted individually directly from the XR5000. 

You do not need to delete records if you use the standard 

import/export option on page 5.  New animals can be added via 

the Export Cattle Lifedata option without clearing the device. 
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Tru-Test XRS Stick Reader 
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Tru-Test XRS Stick Reader 
 

These instructions will help you use the Tru-Test XRS stick reader in conjunction with any 

Farmplan Livestock program.  Please refer to the manufacturer’s instructions for full 

operational details. 

 

 

 

 

 

General Instructions – Reading Tags 

 To turn the stick reader on - Hold the large ‘Read button’ down. 

 To modify stick reader settings – Hold both buttons down together.  Use the smaller 

‘Scroll’ button to move between them and the ‘Read’ button to toggle the settings 

on or off.   Go to ‘Exit’ to leave the settings option. 
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 To read an individual tag – hold the large ‘Read button’ down. 

 To read multiple tags – hold down the ‘Read’ button continuously (but make sure 

custom fields are turned off - option 2 within Settings).  This option is useful if you 

are reading several animals at once who are receiving the same action. 

 To allocate a read tag to a group i.e. a custom field – make sure that custom fields 

are turned on.  Read the tag and then use the smaller ‘Scroll’ button to scroll 

through the groups. Where animals may be having a variety of actions recorded 

against them, it is more appropriate to use this option to allocate each action to a 

different group. 

 To turn the stick reader OFF – hold the ‘Scroll’ button down. 

Useful Settings 

For full details see the User Manual but these are the main ones to be aware of: 

1. Start New Session – Different sessions can be stored on the stick and each session 

will be shown separately when they are imported. Each session may have occurred 

on completely separate days and involve different animals. They are not cleared until 

they have been imported into the program.   

2. Custom Field – When a tag is read it can be allocated to one of 10 groups within the 

same session.  Each group is shown separately when they are imported.  Using 

groups will allow a mixture of actions to be recorded to the same animals during the 

same recording session.  

NB The group names are created within the Ezilink program – see page 30. 

3. Alerts – To activate an alarm when a particular tag is read -  see page 32 for 

instructions. Not applicable to Flock Manager. 

4. Bluetooth – To detect other paired Bluetooth devices in the same vicinity – e.g. Tru-

Test weigh head.  ‘Auto’ will automatically connect to the last used device. 

5. Find BT paired devices – To set up the connection between the stick reader and 

another blue tooth device – e.g. Tru-Test weigh head. 

6. Paired Devices – If you have more than one device paired with the stick – i.e. a 

weigh head and a printer for example. You can select a different device to use.   

7. Duplicates – To warn you if you scan the same tag twice. Duplicates are removed by 

the program automatically. 

8. Flip Screen - To change the display if you are left handed. 

9. Contrast - To adjust the screen contrast in different light settings. 

10. Standard/Continuous/Single - To control the way that the read button works - for 

example continuous will keep reading tags when the read button is pressed until it is 

pressed again. (NB Be aware that continuous read may increase battery 

consumption significantly.) 
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To Import Details (Cattle/Livestock or Sheep Manager) 

 Make sure that you are not in the Tru-Test Data Link program. 

 Take the dust cap off the stick and connect the lead into it. 

 Either put the other end of the lead straight into the serial port on the computer OR 

if there isn’t one, put it into the USB adapter and connect to a USB port. 

 Within the Farmplan software remember to set the Stick Reader to Tru-Test within 

Tools – Options. 

 Within the appropriate data entry option (e.g. movements, treatments etc) pick the 

option Select Animals.  

 On the next screen click on Stick Reader and then Read Stick.  If animals have been 

allocated to different groups they will be shown separately. As each session may 

have been spread over different days, the date and time on this screen refer to the 

time of the download – not when each ear tag was read. 

 

 

 NB all the sessions have been downloaded to your computer and are now available 

in any Farmplan livestock program.  The stick reader will have been cleared ready for 

the next session. 

 

To Import Details (Flock Manager) 

 Follow the instructions above – remember to set the Stick Reader to Tru-Test within Tools – 

Options. 

 Select Individual Identification Numbers or Electronically Read Slaughter Tags as the 

method of identification within any of the entry screens and then Get Identification 

Numbers.  As above you will be able to use the Stick Reader button to import the 

electronically read tag details. 

 Batches of tag readings can also be imported from the stick within the Diary section 

to record miscellaneous events or set reminders. 

 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/Tools/OPTIONS_Tools.htm
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Tru-Test Stick Reader – Tru-Test Data Link Software 

You will need to install the Tru-Test Data Link (EziLink) software in order to use the more 

advanced features of the stick such as creating new groups, creating alerts or to match the 

Official tag with the EID tag (cattle).  

 Make sure that the Tru-Test stick reader is not connected to your computer 

 Insert the Data Link CD and install the software 

 Connect the Stick reader to your computer 

 Open the Tru-Test Data Link program 

 If the Tru-Test Data Link program seems to be having problems reading the stick, it 

could be related to the COM port that it is plugged into on your computer. To check 

which one it is go to the Control Panel and Device Manager.  Look down the list for 

‘Ports’ and check which COM port the stick reader is connected to: 

 

In this example it is COM5.  To make sure the Tru-Test Data Link program is set up 

correctly go to Tools – Data Link Options – XRS Connection and make sure it is set to 

the same COM port 

  The bottom of the main screen will then show that it is connected correctly to the 

right port: 

 

 Providing this number is less than 16, the Farmplan livestock programs will 

automatically find this port.  If you would like help with this please contact Farmplan 

Support. 

 You will not be able to make any changes to the settings if there are any current 

sessions still on the stick. Either make sure they have been read into the program OR 

if they can be deleted, go to File – Clear All sessions in XRS. Make sure that you do 

not have any of the Livestock programs open when you are making alterations here. 

 To change the names of the groups go to Tools – XRS Configuration and take the 

Custom Field Tab.  Ensure Custom Fields are enabled. The names of groups can be 

edited by double clicking in the field and keying it in.  They will now appear on the 

stick. 

 We recommend that the label is left as a single character – e.g. # and use the 
‘Options’ for the group names (maximum 6 characters) – see overleaf.   

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/Livestock/Contact_Details.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/Livestock/Contact_Details.htm
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Display VID instead of EID (Sheep only)  

In order to display the sheep’s VID (Visual ID or Official tag) instead of the EID you should 

make sure that the stick has been configured to show a Standard EID Output Format  (XRS 

Configuration – Reading Tags) rather than Hexadecimal which will show the EID reference 

instead.  This is not applicable to cattle which must be left as Hexadecimal. 

 

Match VID and EID (Cattle only) 

You can match the VID (Visual ID or Official tag) with the EID so that the stick reader displays 

the Official tag reference instead of the EID tag reference when it is read. 

 From the Farmplan program go to File – Import/Export and select the option to 

Export Cattle Life Data 

 Use the Select Columns button to pick Official Tag and Electronic ID 

 Select the animals that you wish to include in this file – this may be all animals 

 Save these details to a file, taking note of its location 

 Go to the Tru-Test Data Link program 

 Make sure that the Stick Reader is connected and turned on 

 Take the option to get the information off the device  

 

NB You will find some lines are displayed as ‘ignored’ – they are just the headers in 

the file and will have no effect. 

 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Import_Export_W.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Export_Cattle_Lifedata.htm
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Set Alerts  

(Not applicable to Flock Manager) 
 It is possible to allocate an alert message against particular animals so that you 

receive a warning when they are scanned with the Stick Reader. 

 Within the option File – Import/Export select the option to Export Cattle Life Data 

or Export Sheep Life Data. 

 Use the Select Columns button to ensure you have included Electronic ID as well as 

the Official Tag. The other columns are not required. 

 Select the animals – (for example a batch) and create a file, taking note of its 

location. 

 Open the file that has been created (using Excel) and key in an alert message (e.g. 

CULL) next to the relevant animals – NB this must be included in column A or B. 

 Save the file – keeping the .csv format. 

 Make sure that the Stick Reader is connected and turned on. 

 Within the Ezilink program take the option File – Export Alerts to XRS and pick up 

the file that you have created. 

 When the animal is scanned, you will see the alert on the display screen.  It will 

remain on the screen until you toggle to ‘continue’ using the Scroll button and 

accept it with the Read button. 

Connecting to the Tru-Test Weigh Head 

 

To get the stick reader to send the tag details to the Tru-Test weigh head. 

 Go to the settings on the stick reader and make sure that Bluetooth has been set to 

‘Auto’. 

 The first time you want to use the weigh head, go to the stick’s settings and select 

option 5 to Find BT Paired Devices so that it can detect the weigh head. 

 Go to the setting called Paired Devices where you will see the weigh head listed – for 

example XR5000.  Use the small button to highlight it and press the Read button to 

select it.   

 You will now see a blue light on the stick. 

 As you scan the ear tag with the stick it will be displayed providing the animal’s 

details have been previously sent to the weigh head. 

 If the stick remains set to Auto against Bluetooth, it will automatically pick up the 

last used Bluetooth device – i.e. the weigh head, whenever they are in the same 

vicinity. 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Import_Export_W.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Export_Cattle_Lifedata.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/Ashwells/Documents/My%20RoboHelp%20Projects/livestock/HtmlHelp/!SSL!/Livestock/Livestock%201.37/Livestock.chm::/File/Export_Cattle_Lifedata.htm
javascript:BSSCPopup('../File/Tru_Test_3000.htm');
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Ezi-Weigh  
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Ezi-Weigh 
Please refer to the manufacturer’s instructions for full operational details. 

Before you start 

 You will need to install the Tru-Test Data Link software onto your PC which has been 

supplied with the Weigh Scale on a CD or USB Flash Drive.  It is also available from 

the Tru-Test website. 

 Familiarise yourself with the Ezi-Weigh.  You can practise with it and then delete 

everything to start again from scratch by using the option within the Data Link 

program to delete all sessions and life data. 

 Date – make sure that the date is correct on the Ezi-Weigh (Menu – Setups – Date) 

Match Visual ID and EID – Cattle  

When you scan an electronic tag, any weight will be recorded against that ID so when it is 

uploaded to Cattle/Sheep or Livestock Manager the program is able to automatically match 

it against that reference in the program.  If you do not use EID tags enter as much of the tag 

as possible – either the management tag or at least the last 6 numbers from the official tag. 

However, you may wish to send your animal records to the Ezi-weigh before you start 

weighing.  This means that when an animal’s EID tag is scanned, the display will show either 

the official or management tag as required. 

 Ensure that the Ezi-Weigh is connected to your PC using the USB cable provided 

 Within the Cattle/Sheep/Livestock Manager program go to File – Import/Export 

Wizard – Export Life Data 

 Select the columns that you need.  We recommend that you use Electronic ID and 

either Official Tag or Management Tag, depending on which you would like to see 

displayed on the Ezi-Weigh.  

 Select the animals 

 Save to file and take a note of the location of the file 

 Go to the Datalink software and download the animal details from the file onto the 

device.  You will find some lines are displayed as ‘ignored’ – they are just the headers 

in the file and will have no effect. 

 Disconnect the device from the PC and take it out onto the farm 
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Transferring Weights from the Ezi-Weigh 6 or 7 Weigh Head 

Once weights have been recorded on the weigh head in a session, they need to be 

transferred to the computer via the Tru-Test Data Link software. 

Tru-Test Data Link (Ezilink) Software 

You will need to install the Tru-Test Data Link software in order to transfer the weights to 

your computer in the form of a file. 

 Make sure that the weigh head is not connected to your computer 

 If you have not done so before, you will need to install the Tru-Test Data Link 

software onto your PC which has been supplied with the Weigh Scale on a CD or USB 

Flash Drive.  It is also available from the Tru-Test website. 

 Connect the weigh head to your computer using the USB converter 

 Open the Tru-Test Data Link program 

 Take the option File – Import selected sessions Make sure you have picked the 

sessions you wish to record. 

 This will transfer the weights from the weigh head to your computer where they can 

be saved as a csv file.  Take a note of the location of the file 

 Go to the Farmplan program and take the option File – Import/Export Wizard 

 Select Weighings – Import Weighings from a compatible csv file 

 In the next screen, click on the box with 3 dots to browse to the weights file and 

select it 

 Click on Read to import the weights.  For full instructions please refer to the Help 

option within the program. 

 If you have read EID tags the program will automatically match the records.  If you 

have entered part of the Official or Management tag it will make a ‘best guess’ 

where possible.  Alternatively you can pick the animal record manually. 

Connecting other Tru-Test devices e.g. XRS Stick Reader  

 Remove the dust cap from the stick. 

 Connect one end of the lead to the stick and the other end to the middle connection 

on the Ezi-weigh weigh head.   

 As you scan the ear tag with the stick, the animal’s ID will be shown on the weigh 

head screen.  

 Alternatively, if both devices have bluetooth, make sure it is enabled and ‘pair’ the 2 

devices. 
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Display VID instead of EID – Sheep Only  

 

In order to display the sheep’s VID (Visual ID or Official tag) instead of the EID then you 

should make sure that the stick has been configured to show a Standard EID Output Format 

(XRS Configuration – Reading Tags) rather than Hexadecimal which will show the EID 

reference instead.  This is not applicable to cattle. 
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